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Non-Voters Be-A-Ware!
Students
Protest
against
Corpora
tions

By Nima Patel
Chronicle Staff Writer
c;
a•X3

O

By Lauren Chambliss

Ci.

Knight-Ridcler Tribune
Oct. 24—An unusual
showdown between student
activists and a giant
UScorporation with a
French connection marks
one of the first times the
youth protests that have dis
rupted the annual gatherings
of the International Mon
etary Fund and World Trade
Organization have spread to
the corporate world.
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Students walk the streets in emotional protest

ant Sodexho Marriott has
been the subject of a sixmonth campaign on US col
lege campuses by students
seeking to force it to sever
ties with a private prisons
company that does business
in the US, Britain, France
and Australia.
The students involved in

the Prison Moratorium year to include big banks,
Project have links to such as Citigroup, and other
theprotest groups that have financial companies that sup
targeted meetings of the ma port the prison industry by
jor global financial organi underwriting bonds for prison
zations, including the recent construction.
Sodexho Marriott is 48 perIMF conference in Prague.
Student protesters say they
intend to broaden the new
corporate campaign next

-Protestors
Continue on page 12

Young Voters Ask ^What's In It For Me?'
By Tyler Gray

Knight-Ridder Tribune
ORLANDO, Fla. _ It's
midnight at Harold &
Maude's Espresso Bar and
the Kit Kat Club in Wall
Street Plaza, two hangouts
for a typically young crowd
in the heart of downtown
Orlando.
Inside Kit Kat, a scantily
clad woman in black
leather, lace and strategi

J.

cally placed electrical tape
writhes down a shiny metal
pole mountedon the club's
stage. She's part of a fetish
show, and the place is

packed with gawkers.
Next door, at the more
laidback Harold & Maude's,
the bartender switches two
televisions above the bar to
CNN Headline News. There,
presidential candidates A1
Gore and George W. Bush
are clinging to their own
polls. And suddenly, the
dancers next door aren't the
only ones strutting their stuff.

-Doting
Continue on page 12

November 1, 2000
was Graduate School
Information Day. On
this day, representa
tives from various
schools throughout
California, Arizona,
and Nevada came to
Cal State, San Bernar
dino to share informa
tion with students in
terested in attending
Graduate
School.
Hosted in the Events
Center from 10:00 to
2:00, students were
able to speak with rep
resentatives and ask
them any questions re
garding programs, ap
plications, admission
dates, and test scores.
Students were able to
sign up for free infor
mation that would be
sent to them at home
regarding information
about programs and
schools they are inter
ested in.
Besides picking up
brochures , school ap
plications, and finan
cial aid information,
students picked up free
pizza, cookies, and
^Grad

Continue on page
12
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Retired Indian
Air Force
General
Speaks on
Nuclear
Proliferation

ASI Needs
Your Voice!
The Associated Students
INC. are still looking for stu
dents interested in serving on
campus committees that re
quire student representation.
If you are interested in serv
ing as such a representative
contact Steven A. Holguin,
Vice President ASI (8805932)( asi-vp@csusb.edu1
Committees that are still
seeking student representa
tion include:
[.Academic Computing
and Media Committee
2.AIDS Response and
Education Committee
3.Bookstore Advisory
Committee
4.Curriculum Committee
5.Educational Policy and
Resources Committee
6.Energy Conservation
Committee
7.Honors Committee
8.1nte!lectual Life and Vis
iting Scholars Committee
9.Library Committee
lO.Outstanding Professor
& Golden Apple Award Se
lection Committee
11.Outstanding Graduate
Student Committee
12.Student Services &
Programs Committee
13.Sexual Harassment
Committee
14.Strategic Planning
Committee
15.Student Programs Ad
visory Committee
16.University Budget
Council
17.University Outcomes
Assessment Committee

John PJ. DeRosa
Special to the Chronicle

STONER
WINS AIR
QUALITY
AWARD
Nearly 15 years ago
Darleen Stoner organized
the Environmental Expo,
one of the Inland Area's first
expositions dedicated soley
to promoting ways to protect
the environment, with the
next expo scheduled on
April 21,2001. Several hun
dred people attemded that
initial expo, which has since
grown in size and stature to
the point where 8,000 to
10,000 people visit the an
nual exhibition held at
Coussoulis Arena at Cal
State, San Bernardino.
For her efforts on the expo
and other environmental-re
lated events, the Cal State
professor will receive the
individual award for public
education from the South
Coast Air Quality Manage
ment District at its annual
Clean Air Awards.
Stoner also helped spear
head the creation of a mas
ters program in environmen
tal education at Cal State.
She serves as an educator
member of the Think Earth
Consortium, receiving the
Presidential Environmental
education and Conservation
Challenge Award.
The Clean Air Awards
were made in several catego
ries, including government
and technical advances in
controlling air pollution.

Money is up
for Grab$

"Show me the
money"

By Andrea Gonzales

Managing Editor

It's hard to believe but the
fiscal year 1999-2000 gen
eral funds have left over
money to give out. This re
sulted when the current Bud
get Act reduced the availabil
ity of the funds from 3 years
to 2 years. This means that
the California State Univer
sity system has until Jan. 31,
2001 to spend any remaining
fund balances for the 19992000.
General funds are provided
to universities in annual bud
gets, after approval by the
state legislature, governor
and the chancellor's office.
The money in the general
funds has been used in the
past on things such as an up
grade for the technological
support for students, faculty
and staff. The Chronicle has
also been enhanced by the

funds. The Chronicle re
ceived $500 with more
promised to hire a diversity
section editor, which we are
currently working on. The
grant was awarded by the
Diversity Committee,
which has about $30,000
left from its general funds.
The University Budget
Council oversees who re
ceives the money. They are
currently reviewing budget
requests for additional
funds, said Bill Takehara,
associate vice president for
the Financial Operations.
Clubs are not eligible for
the funds.
Anyone out who has an
idea on where the money
should be spent should con
tact the Accounting,
Purchasing,and Budget de
partments.

- On Tuesday night, the
Political Science Depart
ment and Pi Sigma Alpha
(Political Science Honor So
ciety) hosted a lecture with
Air Vice Marshal (retired)
Samir K. Sen. The topic of
discussion was India's na
tional security interests and
the development of its
nuclear weapons program.
Political science and na
tional security studies stu
dents attended Marshal
Sen's visit.
Speaking from a position
of disas.sociation from the
government of India, Mar
shal Sen outlined India's
three rhajor s'Ccurity con
cerns and the development
of its nuclear weapons pro
gram. Listed among India's
security problems was Paki
stan and India's Muslim mi
nority, the rising power of a
"clever" China, and defense
of a "paradoxically" under
developed India.
In the 75 minute lecture.
Marshal Sen fielded que.stions that
ranged from national mis
sile defen.se, the spread of
Islamic fundamentalism,
and racial profiling of
American nuclear scientist.
On the topic of India's
nuclear program. Marshal
Sen concluded that the U.S.
should acknowledge the
sovereignty, of India and not
lecture it about nuclear pro
liferation. "Enrich yoursell

-flir Force
Continue on
page 12

Loma Linda University ••••••••
Environment is everything...

Interested in Current Events both
Internationl, National and Campus?
Then join The Coyote Chronicle News Staff.
Call us at 880-5289 or e-mail us at
sbchron(^csusb.edu

TTrdl, not exactly. Hue we've de.signed the Marital and l-'amily Therapy progranvs* at laima l.inda University
r r to provide what we think i.s a near-perfect environment for you to grow profes-sionally—whether as a fulltime or part-time student. And you'll be ciiialifled to become professionally liceased.
Our masters and doctoral programs are centered at a small but highly respected health-.seiences university
internationally respected for (juality education, clinical training, and research-. We offer practieum
experiences at our own clinic or at dozens of other sites in the Inland ICmpire. where vou'll
receive qual'ity counseling experience.
So put yourself in the right environment. Call (SOO) 422-4LLU

or write to:

Mary E. Moiine, PhD; (Jrdduate Sch<K)l. Griggs Hall 209;
Loma Linda University; Loma Linda, CA 92.LS0
*MS (MET); DMFT; PltD
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Politics and News from World
I n d i a n
C o m m u n i t i j

T o r n O v G P

»er

Madcp Campaign

Celebrations

By Gate Montana

Knight-Ridder Tribune

By Nima Patel

SEATTLE — The Nader/
LaDuke question is on
everybody's lips nowadays.
"Do you think a vote for
Nader is a vote for Bush?"
people quietly ask each other "They said in return for that,
on coffee breaks, in car pools we could probably get some
and in the halls of offices, federal judgeships because
schools and tribal council we have no Indian federal
court judges. We could prob
chambers.
"Is a vote for Nader a vote ably even get good appoint
ments and we could prob
for Bush?"
Good question, especially ably swing some things in
if you live in Indian country return. "And I said, 'Why
doesn't Al Gore offer these
or anywhere else in
America. Some American things?'
"There's nothing that has
Indians and environmental
ists quail at the thought ofa stopped Al Gore from ad
Bush administration and the dressing any of the issues
vision of pristine landscapes that Ralph and I have ad
such as the Arctic National dressed. But he has chosen
Wildlife Refuge in Alaska at not to. He has chosen not to
make commitments on envi
the mercy of the oil cartels.
"Can I afford to vote what ronmental promises, on
my conscience demands?" is WTO (World Trade Organi
thesilently rephrased ques zation). He has not done it.
"Ralph and I have worked
tion within the hearts of
very hard to get whatever
many this election year.
small
percentage points we
For the estimated 25 per
cent of American Indians have. We've had plenty of
who say they would like obstacles: no debates, no
tovote for Nader, the issue is money, getting kicked off
even more emotionally con the playground all the time.
And a lot of people are vot
flicted.
Winona LaDuke, vice ing for us who never would
presidential running mate of vote.
"So I say, Al Gore get out
Ralph Ncder on the Green
there
and earn your votes."
Party ticket admits she has
been approached by "some Fortunately a closer look at
Indian leaders" who have the dynamics of the election
urged her to throw her sup and an analysis of the elec
port — and her Indian coun toral college vote gives some
try votes — over to Gore. people a reprieve from hav-
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Chronicle Staff Writer

ing to make an impossible
choice between conscience
and political expediency.
Gore may win or Gore
may lose, but, says Nader's
political analyst Steve
Cobble, most of the states
where tribal population is
heavy are already lost as far
as Gore is concerned. Most
of the Rocky Mountain
states — Montana, Colo
rado, Idaho and perhaps
Wyoming — are gone to
Bush. Gore is out of the run
ning as far as the electoral
vote is concerned in North
Carolina,Oklahoma, Ari
zona, Utah and South and
North Dakota.
"The choice is what can
you do with your vote?"
Cobble says. "Well, you
cancast it and become one of
5 million people that helps
Nader get 5 percent.And
then the Nader/LaDuke
ticket qualifies as a real
party."
With the exception of
swing states like New
Mexico, Oregon and Wash
ington where the outcome is
uncertain. Cobble says tribal
members can feel free to
vote for the Green Party
which has a platform that
conforms to Native American issues
and sup
plies the
Only minutes from Cal State! only Na
tive Ameri
can to ever
SUBWAY
Ekdric
InAlberlsons

-llader
Continue
on Page
12

Besides Thanksgiving
Day, the month of Novem
ber is a host to many other
international observances.
These observances and
holidays are celebrated by
a variety of countries
throughout the world, and
by many cultures in the
United States.
All Saints Day, celebrated
on the T' of November is
celebrated mainly through
out Eastern Europe. Coun
tries such as Spain, Italy,
France, Croatia, and Poland
have dedicated this day to
remembering and honoring
the memory of departed
love ones. This is a day for
lighting candles and visit
ing family graves. Recog
nized as a holiday in East
ern Europe, businesses
close and churches offer
prayer services all day long.
Buy Nothing Day will be
celebrated this year on No
vember 24. The importance
of this day is to "expose the
environmental
conse
quences of consumerism".
This day is to help people
realize that we are living in
times of excess and pur
chasing items that we do
not really need. This day
intends to give people a
break from frantic holiday
shopping and help people
save
money,
(www.adbusters/org/campaigns/ bnd)
Guy Fawkes Day is a day
celebrated throughout En
gland. This day is dedi
cated to Guy Fawke. A
worker who lived during
the 1600s, Guy Fawke and
his friends became angry at
the king of England. They

felt
as
though they
were not be
ing treated
right. In or
der to make
a statement,
Guy Fawke
and
his
f r i e n d s
rented out the celler of the
House of Parliament. Here,
they filled the cellar will bar
rels loaded with gunpowder.
They intended set fire to the
barrels and blow up the
House of Parliament. Be
fore they could, they were
found out, arrested, and ex
ecuted. (www.best.com)
Ramadan is a special holi
day celebrated during this
month. As the 9"' month of
the Islamic Calendar,
Ramadan is a month of
blessing marked by prayer,
fasting, and charity. The fo
cus of Ramadan is on selfsacrifice and devotion to AL
lah. One of the main prac
tices of Ramadan is fasting
or "sawn". During the fast
ing period eating and drink
ing is not allowed while the
sun shines. After the sun
goes down, families sit down
to eat dinner. "Fasting is one
of the Five Pillars (duties) of
Islam". Fasting helps prac
tice self-control and cleanses
the body and mind.
Ramadan will begin this
year on November 28 and
end on December 27. The
end of Ramadan is marked
by the festival Eid-al Fitr,
The Festival of Breaking the
Fast, On this day, people
dress in their brightest
clothes, eat sweets, and en
joy spending the day with
family and friends.
Random Acts of Kindness
week is November 6-13,
20(X). Established in 1995,
this week is dedicated to
spreading kindness and
peace throughout the world.
People are encouraged to
perform random acts of
kindness during this week to
show how easy it is to make
the world a happier, better
place. The goal of this week
is to "promote and publicize
the extraordinary power and
importance of simple human
kindness." Many schools
and other organizations have
set up events that will take
place during this week. For
more information visit:

The Coyote Chronicle

Wot Necessarily the News'

THE COYOTE
CHRONICLE'S:

In a World of often-mis
placed attention, we tend to
skip over what is really im
portant, and focus on petty
things. The network evening
news is no longer a reliable
source. It is always a daring
undercover expose, local
news, or a huge fluffy halfhour human-interest story.
Every once in a while a ma
jor disaster or trial comes up,
and every station covers the
same story 24/7 with all the
same stock footage. So what

in a trusted and reliable man
ner,
why can't I rest on my
By Jorge G. Salazar
laurels and deliver alterna
Features Editor
tive news that wpuldn't or
dinarily be covered? I want
has happened to the news?
to bring up topics no one has
With the advent of news r e a l l y t h o u g h t u p o r h e a r d o f .
networks, cable stations that So I thought to myself,
only deliver the news, like "Why can't I?" I should
CNN Headline News, other write a column that talks
stations think they can slack about the "Not-so-important
off and not deliver viable news."
news stories. If other re
Like, AmeriSpain Unlim
spected newspapers are go ited and John Hopkins Uni
ing to cover pertinent news versity School of Public

It's that time again! The
University Dance Company
presents
their
Fall
show...IMPACT!
The
shows are November 9-11 at
7:30 p.m., and also Novem
ber 11 at 2:30 p.m. They will
be located in the Performing
Arts Theater.
"I'm going to the show
twice! Opening night, and
the final night to see the
power and energy from the
dancers. I am so excited, I
can't wait to see it! The

By Fadhia Marcelin
Special to the Chronicle

Legs flying, sharp arms,
continuous spotting, leaving
you with a dramatic impres
sion. What do I speak of?
No, I am not talking about a
Jean Claude Van Damme
movie; I am talking about
the upcoming powerful per
formance of the University
Dance Company (UDC).
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shows are always fun to
watch." said
Gilbert
Cervantes, a CSUSB stu
dent.
General Admission is $7,
Students and Seniors are $5
and Parking $1.50. This
dance concert is sponsored
in part by AST Visit the
UDC online ^t: http://
www.geocities.com/
csusb_udc/
For further information
call Janys Antonio at (909)
880-5000, ext. 5360.

R i y l i:
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Health are working together you to a series of tests where
to send students to study you take the prescribed
abroad for free. You get to medication—and see what
study Spanish in such cities happens. A few will be
as Antigua, Guatemala, and given a placebo, or fake pill.
Cuernavaca, Mexico. Not So, if you are bold and ad
only that, but at the end of venturous and want to cut
your trip, upon your arrival costs of traveling...Good
home, you will be paid up luck!!!
wards of $600!!! Is this a
Then there is how do
fantasy? No this is totally for people meet. How did you
real. The catch is that you meet your girlfriend/boy
will be required to partici friend? Chances are it is re
pate in several experiments ally sweet or really boring.
with oral vaccines.
What about the Internet?
Apparently, 40 percent to Many people are meeting
60 percent of visitors going on-line and feel it is a viable
to developing countries suf
fer from Traveler's Diarrhea.
-News?
This trip is going to subject Continued on Page 12

Congratulations

Cheri Duke

I i "

CHARLJZE THERON

Cheri is going out on
National Student Exchange
for the 2001-2002 year!
She expects to be on the SUNY
Stony Brook campus this time
next year. What about you?
Now it is your turn!

LEGEM) OF

158 colleges in 48 states

Remain a CSUSB student
Pay CSUSB tuition or
in-state tuition at host school
Financial aid goes with you
Now is the time to check it out!
See Theron Pace in UH 183
880-5239 or tpace@csusb.edii
http://buffalostate.edu/~nse/
http://enrollment.csusb.edu/~nse/
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Experience!
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Discover the
Outside World!
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GRADUATE PROGRAMS

m

When you work full time, evenings and
mkends are valuable. That's why I decided
to pursue a graduate degree at California
Baptist University. I appreciate Cal Baptist's
strong programs, with dedicated faculty and a
wide range of evening and mkend courses.
And I tfu^ enjoy my Cal Baptist classes, so
much, in fact, that th^ are rapidly becoming
the best part of my week.

As a student, what is the
most memorable experi
ence you have ever en
countered? Can't think of
o n e ? Well, i t ' s t i m e t o c r e 
ate some unforgettable
memories - study abroad!
In June 2000 I reluc
tantly r e t u r n e d t o t h e U S
after completing an aca
demic year of studies in
France. That year was one
of new friends, numerous
adventures, travels, in
sightful knowledge and a
rich p e r s p e c t i v e o f c u l t u r e .
W h i l e in F r a n c e , I r e n t e d
a room and lived with a
family. T h i s p r o v i d e d m e
with m y i n d e p e n d e n c e , but
at the same time, I was
able to establish an inti
mate friendship with the
family. M y l a n g u a g e skills
dramatically i m p r o v e d a n d
I studied and observed the
day-to-day life of French
people. I stumbled into
many, s o m e s h o c k i n g , c u l 
tural d i f f e r e n c e s . B u t I
will n o t m e n t i o n a n y — d i s 
cover them for yourself!
In F r a n c e , I m e t a v a r i e d
group of students; many of

whom became lifetime
friends. We would often
go to cafes to have exten
sive and relaxing conver
sations while sitting out
doors, sipping coffee.
F o r t u n a t e l y , I w a s in t h e
South, which is renowned
for beautiful weather. I
lived in Aix-en-Provence,
a small picturesque city
that houses many students
e a c h a c a d e m i c year. I m e t
people from Japan, Swe
den, Finland, Switzerland,
Canada, England, Austra
lia and Mexico (among
other countries) and
learned bits and pieces of
an enormously diverse
world.
W h i l e in E u r o p e , I t o o k
a d v a n t a g e o f travel o p p o r 
tunities; I explored 10cit
i e s in 5 c o u n t r i e s o u t s i d e
of France. Not to mention
the many delightful cities
in w h i c h I w a n d e r e d in m y
ho.st c o u n t r y . A w o r l d f u l l
of fun facts, interesting
cultures and fascinating
people await you. It will
allow your mind to soar
and give you an appetite
t o learn a n d g r o w . D u r i n g
this time, I saw many
works of art I previously
studied and I stepped on

much of the ground that
filled the pages of my his
tory books.
This experience will al

ways stir up thoughts and
feelings within me that
force me to smile. Are you
interested i n r e a l i z i n g s u c h
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Bush and Gore Make Me Wanna Ralph:
A Letter from Michael Moore to the Non-Voters of America
By Michael Moore
AlterNet
Special to The Chronicle

I address this letter to the
largest political party in the
United States — the 55 per
cent of you in the voting
public who are so disillu
sioned with politics and poli
ticians, so sick and tired of
all the broken promises, so
disgusted with all the b.s.
that you have absolutely no
intention of voting in No
vember.
You know who you are.
AND YOU ARE THE
MAJORITY!
You rule. You are the NonVoters, all 100 million of
you!
Until now, you have been
the subject of scorn and ridi
cule. You've been called
apathetic, lazy, ignorant.
Your actions have been
viewed as unAmerican (I
mean, what kind of citizen
in the World's Greatest De
mocracy would not exercise
his or her most important
and cherished right — the
right to freely choose your
leader!).
Well, may I be the first to
tell you that, not only are you
NOT stupid and apathetic, I
believe you are smarter than
all the rest of us combined.
YOU figured it out. YOU
uncovered the scam. And
YOU had the guts to no
longer participate in a lie.
Way to go! In 1996, you
helped set the all-time
American record for lowest
turnout ever at a presidential
election.
The reason you, the majority, no longer vote in
America is because you, the
majority, realize there is no
real choice on the ballot. The
"two" parties both do the
bidding of the wealthy and
agree with each other on 90
percent of the issues. They
take 90 percent of their
money from people who
make over a hundred-grand
a year, and then enact over
90 percent of the laws those
contributors want passed.
On the ballot this Novem^

ber, you already know there
is no contest. The indepen
dent Cook Political Report
in D.C. last week announced
that, out of 435 House seats
up for election in November,
there are only 47 seats where
there is a "true race" be
tween opponents — and, of
those, only 14 seats have a
race that is even "close" be
tween the two candidates.
14 out of 435!
"Ninety-seven to ninetynine percent of incumbents
running for re-election will
be returned to Congress in
November," according to the
Cook Report.
The Non-Voters already
understand this. And they are
not going to waste one iota
of their day on November 7
driving to some smelly el
ementary school gymnasium
to participate in a Sovietstyle election with no
friggin' choice on the ballot.
So, to you brave voter-resisters, I say congratulations
on your.act of civic disobe
dience! I joined you this pri
mary season and refused to
go along with this charade of
"choice." Nearly 80 percent
of those of us of voting age
— over 160 million Ameri
cans — staged a sit-in on our
liviag room couches during
this year's primaries. THAT
is the great untold story of
this election year. How much
longer will the punditocracy
be able to get away with dis
missing this massive noshow as "a sign Americans
are content with the boom
ing economy?"
Now that we have made
our presence known (you all
don't mind me speaking for
us, do you? Good. In fact, I'll
just assume the currentlyvacant mantle of this major
ity party and serve "as your
leader until you say other
wise), it is time to find a way
that says, loudly and clearly,
just how mad is hell we are
and how we are not going to
take it anymore. We need to
find a way where our vote
screams "None of the
Above!" Achance to act, like
that Chinese guy in
Tieneman Square, standing
in front of a moving tank and

stopping it in its path.
Friends, we are losing our
democratic control over our
country. We may have al
ready lost it. I hope not. But
in the last 20 years of the

Reagan administration, Corporate America has merged
and morphed itself to such
an extent that just a handful
of companies now call all the
shots. They own Congress.

They own us. In order to
work for them, we have to
take urine tests and lie detectors and wear bar codes on

-Ralph
Continue on page 7
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we'd see the Berlin Wall
chains around our necks. In or THEIR candidates?
We must not let this hap come down or Nelson
der to keep our jobs we have
had to give up decent health pen, no matter how cynical Mandela as President of
care, the 8-hour day (and time and disgusted we've become South Africa. After those
with our kids), the security that at the whole electoral pro two things happened, I
we' 11 even have a job next year, cess. Ralph Nader, to me, joined a new school of
and any unwillingness we may represents a chance for us to thought that said ANY
have to compete with a 14-year at least temporarily stop the THING was possible. Jesse
old Indonesian girl who gets a cement from drying. We Ventura started with 3 per
need him in there kicking cent in the polls and won.
dollar a day.
And how frightening (and things up, stirring the pot and' Ross Perot in '92 started
great) is it that the last place forcing a real debate about with 6 percent and, after
we can freely try to inform and the issues. Whether it's proving to everyone that he
communicate with each other Ralph as Candidate or Ralph, was certifiably insane, still
is on this very Web? Six com as President, he may repre got nearly 20 percent of the
panies run by six men control sent our last hope to get our vote.
Ralph already has between
the majority of the news we country back from the
now get from newspapers, tele clutches of the powerful few. 7 percent and 10 percent in
I am not writing these the polls — before he's done
vision, radio and the Internet.
One out of every two books is words lightly, I am hoping to any serious campaigning.
bought at a bookstore owned sound a siren and rally the He's gone from 3 percent to
by one of only two companies. majority who, for good rea 8 percent in my home state
Is it safe in a "free society" to son, have given up — but of Michigan. These are
have the sources of our infor might just have it in them to amazing numbers and the
mation and mass communica find the will for one last fight pundits and lobbyists and
Republicrats are running
tion in the hands of just a few against the bastards.
Can Ralph win? Well, scared.
wealthy men who have a
Now, look, before you all
VESTED interest in keeping us stranger things have hap
as stupid as possible — or at pened in the past decade. send me a lot of mail about
least in keeping us thinking C'mon, think about it, not a how weird Ralph is 'cause
like them so that we vote for single one of us ever thought he doesn't own a car or is a

We offer all the services
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"sell-out" 'cause he's got a
few million dollars, let me
say this: I used to work out
of his office, and Ralph is
definitely one of a kind. In
the future I will write of
those experiences but, for
now, let's just agree that
Ralph is at least half as crazy
as Jesse Ventura — and
about a hundred times as
smart. I'd say he's also saved
about a million or so lives,
thanks to the consumer and
environmental legislation he
has devoted his life to.
And between Gore, Bush,
and himself, he's the only
person running who would
guarantee universal health
care for all, the only candi
date who would raise, the
minimum wage to a decent
level, the only one who
would get up each morning
asking himself the question,
"What can I do today to
serve all the people of this
country?"
But remember. If you are
even THINKING of voting

Planned Parenthood'
Orange and San Bernardino Counties

www.plannedparenthoodOSBC.org
'•'SX-i-

for A1 Gore, vote for A1
Gore. Ralph Nader does not
need a single Gore vote."
There are a hundred million
of us out there who are un
committed and currently not
voting. Right now. Gore and
Bush are each hoping to win
by getting only 40 million
votes.
If you are in the Non-Vot
ing majority and want to let
'em all have it, if you want
to get our country back in
our hands ... well, if even
half of you show up and
vote November 7 then you
won't be held responsible
for Bush winning the White
House.
In fact, you won't be held
responsible for putting Gore
in the White House, either.
Rather, you will have
made history by putting a
true American hero at 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue. And
you will have given every
company, every boss who's
done ya wrong, the worst
nightmare of their lives.

Get Real:

"What do you think?
By Jamie Hose

Birth Control

' . "
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Staff Writer
Mind-we all use it on a
daily basis. We all have
thought's that are as unique
as ourselves. Our thoughts
make up who we are and
what we believe in. They re
veal our hidden dreams and
attainable aspirations. As
college students we are over
whelmed with papers and
projects in which we have to
express our opinions, and I
believe that in the midst of
this madness, we begin to
loose sight of what we truly
believe.
In our crazy lives, filled
with packed schedules and
social drama, I propose we
take back ourselves with a
sort of "rebirth" of our mind
and personality. I think it is
time we get comfortable ex
pressing ourselves and basi
cally, just get real!
With this I introduce to
you a new column aimed
specifically at getting you,
the reader, to think and ex
press what you feel. Read
ers beware: this column does
come with a bit of instruc
tions. You got the first step
down already by picking up

the weekly paper and read
ing it. Next, I ask you to
think about it. Give yourself
a chance to stomach my
opinion. Figure out whether
you hate it, love it or could
care less. Once this is com
pleted, come up with your
own opinion. Think about
where you stand on the sub
ject. The last step is a bit dar
ing, yet crucial; talk to some
one about it. Grab a friend,
grab a stranger, talk to that
someone you have been
wanting to say hello to and
discuss. Tell what you think
and find out their opinion.
There is no need to be afraid
to talk to people. Open your
mind and give your thoughts
life. Get expressive, and if
need be, passionate.
At the end of each col
umn, I will leave you with
a quote that will give you
a clue as to what next
week's topic will be
about. So, I leave you
with this week's quote
only asking one thing, let
yourself think "outside of
the box."
Quote: "You can, gauge
the direction of a culture
by their humor, and what
they find entertaining."
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'Book of Shadows: Blair Witch 2'
» Tries to Reinvent the Mythology of
the Original Independent Hit Film
By Steven Rea

Knight-Ridder Tribune

F

lash back to August
"99, when a trio of
scruffy student
videographers peered from
the covers of Time and
Newsweek on the same
week, and "The Blair Witch
Project" — the movie that
chronicled their ill-fated
foray into the woods — was
the talk of the land.
Made from footage said to
have been left behind by
Heather-Josh-Mike, who dis
appeared while tracking a
legendarily lethal hag in the
creepy forests around
Burkittsville, Md., "Blair
Witch" was a bolt from the
blue.
The indie fluke, which cost
$30,000 to make, earned
$141 million in the United
States and Canada alone. Its
use of the Internet to perpetu
ate and expand on the lore of
the Blair Witch revolution
ized movie marketing. And
it brought fame to its previ
ously unknown directors,
Florida's Daniel Myrickand
Eduardo Sanchez, and littleknown distributor. Artisan
Entertainment.
Audiences loved it. Audi
ences hated it. (The backlash
was equal to the hype in its
size and passion.) The
movie's use of hand-held,
zigging-through-the-brush
video made more than a few
folks physically sick — and
prompted scores of shakycam "Blair Witch" parodies.
And even after "Blair
Witch's" end credits roiled,
after all the deconstruction in
the press, and after its stars
(Heather Donahue, Michael
C. Williams and Joshua
Leonard) showed up on Leno
and Letterman when they
were supposed to have met a
ghastly fate at the hands of
who-knows-what, there were
still legions of fans con
vinced that what they wit
nessed in the multiplex was.

in fact, true.
So, what do you do for an
encore?
Try "Book of Shadows:
Blair Witch 2."
The $15 million follow-up
comes with its own skein of
Web sites (among them,
•www.blairwitch.com and
www.blairwitch-hunt.com),
three books ("Blair Witch 2:
Book of Shadows," "Blair
Witch Project: The Secret
Confession of Rustin Parr"
and "The Drowning Ghost
l/8The Blair Witch Files 3/
8"), a couple of TV specials
(on Showtime and the Sci-Fi
Channel) and a Marilyn
Manson-produced gloomrock soundtrack album. And
of course there was last
week's three-day Blair Witch
Webfest, described by Arti
san as a "virtual sci-fi con
vention crossed
with
Lollapalooza," involving
panels, actor chats, auctions,
contests, games and "making-of excerpts.
Even with all the "Blair
Witch 2'-' hype and hoo-ha,
trying to bottle lightning
twice may prove impossible.
"Artisan has a terrible challenge," observes Gina
Mclntyre, who is associate
editor of the Hollywood Re
porter as well as the West
Coast editor of Wicked, a
horror-movie quarterly.
"Not only did they have a
sort of grassroots Internet
campaign working in their
favor before, and the "is it
real?/isn't it real?' question
to tempt audiences, but now
they have a sequel to a film
that a whole lot of people just
didn't like, and felt very dis
appointed in.
"That's the challenge: to...
communicate that this is an
entirely different take on the
mythology that was pre
sented the first time out."
That's exactly what Joe
Berlinger, the self-described
"documentary guy who's run
around the backwoods of
America chasing evil and
murder," set out to do when

he accepted the job of helm
ing the sequel — his first
fiction
feature.
The
codirector, with Bruce
Sinofsky, of the chilling truecrime pics Brother's Keeper
and Paradise Lost: The Child
Murders at Robin Hood
Hills, Berlinger chucked
Artisan's ideas (a search
party meets a similarly omi
nous fate; a TV news crew
vanishes, leaving tapes be
hind) and decided on another
route.
"What worked so bril
liantly for the first movie I
thought would have been
derivative and dishonest to
do the second time, because
the movie was marketed as a
real documentary," explains
Berlinger. "I thought to ask
audiences to once again sus
pend their disbelief and ac
cept this very unusual
premise — that this is a real
documentary and continue
that story — was a mistake.
"Instead, I tried to make a
movie that is a sequel to the
phenomenon as opposed to
a sequel to the movie." In do
ing so, the follow-up also
"comments upon the very

cultural hysteria that the first
movie produced."
The premise of "Book of
Shadows" is that five curious
Blair Witch aficionados —
a Burkittsville townie with a
troubled past (Jeffrey
Donovan), a Wiccan babe
(Erica Leerhsen), a grad stu
dent couple (Tristen Skyler
and Stephen Barker Turner)
and <f%ipoding goth girl
(Kim Director) — head out
for a tour of the infamous
witch's fabled Black Hills
haunts. After a night of weed
and booze (the movie's prod
uct placement: Pete's
Wicked Ale) while en
camped at the eerie remains
of a house where Very Bad
Things were said to have
happened, they awake with
strange markings on their
bodies, mussy hair, bad
breath and no memory of
what transpired overnight.
And, oh yeah, it seems the
members of another Blair
Witch tour group in
Buffcittsville have turned up
dead.

-Ulltch
Continues on Page 9
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So the frazzled five hie
to an abandoned mill,
where they attempt to
piece together what hap
pened, and discover —
guess what? — hours of
videotape containing some
highly unsettling footage.
For Berlinger, "Book of
Shadows'" resolution is am
biguous: "If you want to in
terpret it as the Witch is alive
and well and messed with
those videotapes, and inno
cent kids are being put into
jail, that's fine."
Berlinger goes on, but the
reader who plans to plunk
down money to see "Book of
Shadows" any time soon
may not want to. In another
words, the next paragraph is
a SPOILER — straight
from the filmmaker's mouth:
"If you want to interpret it
as the Witch is alive and well,
and cau.sed the five kids to
do killings that they can't re
member, that's OK. But to
me, the movie is about five
kids who get really stoned
and drunk, and become so
obsessed with the movie and
with moviedom — because

9
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"What worked so brilliantly for the first movie I thought
would have been derivative and dishonest to do the second
time,"
-Berlinger

our society seems to ... 1/ says Berlinger, bristling. "It sands of screens. I'm not an
Ssend 3/8 this negative mes was additional photography. expert in commerciality, and
sage to kids that if you're not It's not like I messed up a I do have a responsibility to
on TV or if you're not in the scene and we had to reshoot. deliver a commercial movie,
movies or if you're not rail- Believe me, I'm not compar so ... they gave me good
thin in a glamor magazine, ing this movie to the movies guidance in some cases."
So, Berlinger — who
that somehow your life isn't I'm about to mention, but the
sneaked
references to horror
point
is
that
"The
Godfather'
worth as much — that they
become delusional and go on had additional photography, classics ("The Omen," "The
"Apocalypse Now' had ad Exorcist," "Evil Dead 2")
this vicious killing spree."
and documentary classics
While Berlinger shot most ditional photography.
Wiseman's
"When you think that my (Frederick
of the film in polished 35mm
color, there are disturbing se movie was made in 10 "Titicut Follies") into his
quences of ga.shings and gore months, that I wrote the movie — readily concedes
intercut throughout. There script with Dick Beebe in that "Book of Shadows" is
are also sequences shot in a five weeks, that we had only not entirely representative of
psych ward — scenes that six weeks to prep and then his vision.
"I think there's a little more
Berlinger, his cast and crew we ran right into production,
made only a little over a we're not going to get every blood in the movie than I
month ago. There have been thing perfect. So things need might have put in on my
own, and I think there's a
reports that the director and to be reworked.
little less blood in the movie
"Would
this
movie
be
dif
Artisan were at odds over the
level of violence and scares ferent if I was totally left to than Artisan would have put
in Book of Shadows, and that my own devices? Probably a in if I wasn't at the helm. The
the llth-hour inserts were little, but you know, I'm a movie represents a healthy
ordered by the studio to guy who has made movies compromise between art and
crank up the quea.se quotient. that open in one city on one commerce."
For Tim Timpone, editor of
"They weren't reshoots," screen, as opposed to thou
Fangoria, a horror genre
magazine, it also repre
sents a success. Timpone
saw the film last week at a
New York screening, and
drew
bill
while he found flaws, he
barrymore
murray
came away satisfied —
and thinks fans will too.
"It really mines and ex
ploits that whole "Blair
Witch' mythology in a way
that's believable and
frightening," says the
Fangoria chief. "It really
wasn't just a cheap knockoff sequel. They seem
genuinely interested in de
veloping the whole my
thology intelligently and
not just banging these
things out."
Artisan execs have gone
on record as saying they're
looking for a $30 million
opening — a big number
for a Halloween weekend.

fl\l 13VE l\/l B E R

traditionally a downtime at
the box office. Hollywood
sequels normally gross in the
vicinity of 60 percent of the
original's take, which would
put "Blair Witch 2's" final
tally around $85 million.
Whether or not it meets those
expectations. Book of Shad
ows is certain to be profit
able. In fact, factoring in
presales to foreign markets,
it already is.
In any event, at least one
more "Blair Witch" project
is already in the works: It's a
prequel from original film
makers Sanchez and Myrick,
who farmed out the second
film so they could do a
goofball comedy. That "Blair
Witch" is likely for 2002, and
likely to nail the coffin shut
on the Burkittsville villainess once and for all.
"They should just leave it
as a trilogy," says Fangoria's
Timpone, "and I believe
that's the plan. That's another
reason why I respect the se
quel: They didn't just try to
come off with someone as
the "Blair Witch' attacking
people, like a Freddy
Krueger wannabe. Instead,
they leave the Blair Witch
unseen.
"But that's one of the rea
sons I don't think they really
could go that much further
with the concept, because so
much is left to the imagina
tion. It's not like Freddy or
Jason — these identifiable
and marketable horror fig
ures. Instead they're going
for something a little more
cerebral, exploring this my
thology. And really, the vil
lains of the movie are the
protagonists themselves,
which is kind of interesting.
They are the Blair Witch in
a sense."

The Chronicle wants to
hear from you! Call us
with story ideas at
880-5289 or email at:
sbchron @ csusb.edu
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Primus'Bass Ace Has New
Groove With Frog Brigade
By Matt Schoenmann

Staff' Writer

11/07

Dandy Warhols
@ El Rey, Los Angeles

11/09

The Wallflowers/
Everlast
@ Jenny Craig Pavillion,
San Diego

11/09

Groove Collective
@ Vynyl, Los Angeles

11/11

Fatboy Slim
@ SoHo, Los Angeles

11/12

Joe Cocker/Tina Turner
@ Staples Center, Los Angeles

11/12

Ravi Shankar
@ Copley Symphony Hall,
San Diego

11/13

Squirrel Nut Zippers
@ El Rey, Los Angeles

11/16

Rev. Morton Heat
@ El Rey, Los Angeles

11/16-18 Paul Simon
@ Wiltem, Los Angeles

11/18

John McLaughlin
@ Royce Hall, Los Angeles

11/22

Cypress Hill/Offspring/
MxPx
@ Cox Arena, San Diego

11/22

The Pharcyde '
@ The Knitting Factory,
Los Angeles

11/24

Dixie Chicks
@ Staples Center, Los Angeles

11/26

N' Sync
@ Staples Center, Los Angeles

11/26

Anger Management Tour
(DMX, Limp Bizkit et al.)
@ San Diego Sports Arena,
San Diego

12/05

Corey Feldman Band
@ Brick by Brick, San Diego

Les Claypool and his
"Fearless Flying Frog Bri
gade played the El Rey The
ater in Los Angeles last
Wednesday to a far-frompacked house. Much to my
surprise, the band tore the
roof off the El Rey with two
smoldering sets.
Primus frontman Claypool
has been experimenting in
the jam-band circuit for some
time now. In May, Claypool
collaborated with Phish gui
tarist Trey Anastasio and exPolice drummer Stuart
Copeland for a one-nightonly show in Las Vegas when
Phish and the Fearless Fly
ing Frog Brigade were both
in
town
performing.
Claypool also did a stint at
the Mountain Air Festival in
northern California with an
other talented group of mu
sicians, including members
of The String Cheese Inci
dent.
The difference between the
Fearless Flying Frog Brigade
and the other various jamband lineups that Claypool
has appeared in periodically
is that the Brigade is defi
nitely Claypooi's band. The
group consists of original
Primus guitarist and current
member of Porch, Todd
Huth; two members of
Ratdog, keyboardist Jeff
Chementi and drummer Jay
Lane (also an original Primus
member); Critters Buggin'
sax player Skerik, and multiinstrumentalist Eenor.
Claypool shines in the jambased format that the Brigade
brings, with his bass hitting
hard and fast without being
forced to carry the band, as
is often the case with Primus.
The long-time collaboration
of Claypool, Lane and Huth
set the foundation for the
band while Eenor, Skerik and
Chementi laid down at times
bizarre instrumentation.
Each of the band members
showed signs of brilliance
while it was apparent that

Les Claypool thumping away on his bass

they all shined the most as a
collective whole.
Claypool followed his
bandmates onstage wearing a
strange mask with exagger
ated features, addressing the
audience saying, "It's not re
ally me." The majority of the
audience already had no idea
what to expect. Yet after the
band busted out of the gates
had no questions in its mind
that this would be a night to
remember.
The first set included cov
ers of songs by the Doors,
King Crimson and Pink
Floyd, as well as numbers
from. Claypooi's previous
Primus spin-offs. Sausage
and Holy Mackerel. Even
with all those covers, the Bri
gade still managed to mix in
some new material without
skipping a beat. The band
jammed each song with the
fluidity of a seasoned touring
act.
As the Brigade was wrap
ping up the solid first set,
Claypool announced the
band would coming back in
a few minutes to cover Pink
Floyd's "Animals" in its en

tirety. It would be an unbe
lievably difficult task for any
band to manage, but the Bri
gade pulled it off beautifully.
For an encore, the band
mixed up some Primus with
original Brigade material,
stretching the show past mid
night. Each musician began
leaving the stage one-by-one
as the feedback kept ringing.
Eenor then looped the sound
through an effects pedal so
that the music continued to
play when only Lane was left
to pound on his drum kit.
The insanity continued until
a roadie walked on stage to
lower the volume.
Claypool is a showman in
the best sense of the word,
and playing with musicians
of this caliber simply raises
his performance to a whole
new level. Look out for more
collaborations with ClaypOol
and other exciting musicians.
As Claypool himself said,
"You're
all
probably
thinking...what the hell is
that Les up to now?"

-Protesters
Continued from page 1
cent owned by Sodexho Al
liance, the Paris-basedfood
service company that holds
a 7 percent stake in Correc
Corporationof
tions
America, America's biggest
private-prisons contractor.
CCA has come under politi
cal fire for running several
prisons with poorer condi
tions and higher rates of vio
lence than State-run facili
ties.
The prison issue resonates
with youth because they
bear the brunt of America's
"get-tough-on-crime"
policy that can lead to long
periods of incarceration for
relatively minor offences. At
the same time, state money
is siphoned from universi
ties to pay for the ever-ex
panding prison population,

noises about capitulating so tracts for food services, in
soon," says Prison Morato cluding New York State Uni
rium Project head Kevin versity at Albany, Gaucher
Pranis, who is funded in part College in Maryland, Ever
by international financier green College in Washington
George Soros'^foundation, and James Madison Univer
the Open Society Project. sity in Virginia, according to
"But they have not said when Pranis.
tem.
At Evergreen College in
The Prison Moratorium they will do it. We are only
Washington,
activists
Project claimed a partial vic part way there."
For the past six months, warned administrators that if
tory in the past few days
when Sodexho Marriott students protesting about pri they gaye the contract to
posted an announcement on vate prisons held rallies and Sodexho' they could expect
its website that it would di urged boycotts of Sodexho a noisy reaction from the
vest its CCA holdings. CCA Marriott at about 50 of the same students who took p^
in the World Trade Organi
is currently in the middle of 500
American college and uni zation demonstrations in
a restructuring and its stock
versity campuses on which nearby Seattle 18 months
is near an all-time low.
In a statement, Sodexho the company operates stu earlier.
Malka Fenyvesi, a student
Alliance chairman Pierre dent dining halls and food
organizer for the Prison
'
Bellon did not provide a services.
Sodexho Marriott insists Moratorium Project had pre
timetable for divestment but
said it will occur after recov the protests did not hit the viously led hundreds of Ev
ery plans have been carried company financially but four ergreen students to the Se
demonstrations.
out by new CCA manage universities where protests attle
ment. "We did not expect were organized either can Sodexho Marriott spokes
Sodexho to start making celled or did not renew con man Leslie Aun said that ex

according
to
Jason
Zeidenberg of the Center for
Juvenile and Criminal Jus
tice. The US recently passed
the two million mark of
Americans, mostly young
and male, in the justice sys

ecutives have been frustrated
by the protests, which the
company believes were
backed by funding from
anti-private prisons coali
tions, including trade unions
that represent employees at
rival, government-run pris
ons.
"This was a professional
campaign," says Aun. "It
was not an accidental upris
ing of unhappy students. We
never pressured Sodexho
Alliance to sell the CCA
stake but we kept it informed
about the protests."
The student groups say
Sodexho Alliance's promise
to divest CCA in America is
not enough. The groups also
want the company to divest
itself of the Corrections Cor
poration of Australia and UK
Detention Services, an off
shoot that provides prison
services in Britain.

Do you always know the latest news?
Don't think yon have the time?
Team np with The Coyote Chronicle
and find out for sure.
"No man is an island."
We need your help.
Everyone is needed.
Don't hesitate to find your place
on YOUR student newspaper.
Contact US at 880-5289,
visit US at UH-37, e-mail ns at
sbchron@csnsh.edn or visit ns at our
website http://acm.csnsb.edn/comni/
Chronicle/index2.html
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Continued Stories

"Uoting
Continued from page 1

run the country. But in the
eveningenteitainment venues,
young people see more vari
ety in the beer selectionthan
in presidential-candidate
choices.
These are the types of con
clusions coming from a year's
worth of studies inan MTV
Networks/Time Magazine
telephone survey of more than
600 young people across the
country. In the study: 70 per
cent of those polled between
the ages of 17-24 said they are
interested in issues and
causes, but only 30 percent
said they are interested in poli
tics and'government. 33 per
cent of those ages 18-24 de-

-Grad
Continued from page 1
prizes given away during a
raffle. Coyote Radio pro
vided music and entertain
ment during the event.
Schools that sent represen
tatives included: Arizona
School of Health Sciences,
Azusa Pacific University,
Rudolf Steiner College Cali
fornia Baptist University
San Francisco State Univer
sity California College of
Podiatric Medicine
Southwestern University
School of Law California
Western School of Law
Thomas Jefferson School of
Law Claremont Graduate
University Trinity Interna
tional University Cleveland
Chiropractic College U C,
Davis
CSU,
Dominguez

The Coyote Chronicle

scribed themselves as "certain
to vote in November," down
from 57 percent in 1992. 55
percent of those ages 18-20
said they were likely to regis
ter to vote before the election.
The number dropped to 28
percent among those ages 2124.
Shortly after the bartender
turns on the news at Harold
& Maude's, 24-year-old Matt
Gilham gets up to leave.
Asked whether the election in
terests him, Gilham said he
watched one of the televised
debates, but neither Bush nor
Gore excited him. It's all el
ementary-school kids or
Medicare and prescription
medication,
Gilham said. "I think they
are talking about the senior
citizens way too much _ a lot
of that doesn't pertain to me
H i 1 1 s , U C L o s
Angeles,Fashion Institute of
Design and Merchandise
UC, Riverside Golden Gate
University, UC, San Diego
Hawaii Pacific University
UC, Santa Cruz Interna
tional
School
of
Theology,Universidad
Autonoma de Guadalajara
Kaplan Educational Cen
ter, University of La Verne,
La Sierra University, Uni
versity of Nevada, Las Ve
gas, Life Chiropractic Col
lege West, University of the
Pacific Loma Linda Univer
sity, University of San Di
ego, Los Angeles College of
Chiropractic University of
Southern
California
Pepperdine Universtiy,U.S.
International University,
Ross University, Western
State University, West
School.

really." Just down from Wall
Street Plaza over on Orange
Avenue, Gainesville punk
rock band Unitas wraps up its
set on the Sapphire stage with
a song called'The Young Idea
vs. Fuzzy Math."The title bor
rows political rhetoric from
the recent presidential debates,
though singer Jason Rockhill,
26, can't remember whether it
was Bush or Gore who used
the term "fuzzy math." It was
Bush. The song's lyrics speak
directly to what might be the
key to getting young people
interested in politics.
"I know there's a tell-it-like- •
it-is crowd," Rockhill sings. "I
want to goto that meeting."
And he has. Green Party
candidate Ralph Nader spoke
at the University of Florida
campus in Gainesville, and
Rockhill found his connection.
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He plans to vote Green.
"Nader talks about free col
lege education. He just talks
about things I think the other
parties aren't talking about,"
he said. If you take the poll
results out of the nightlife
scene and intocollege or cam
paign settings, you might ex
pect higher interest in the race.
But young folks there are run
ning up against the same feel
ings that the candidates aren't
talking to them.
"I do hear the candidates
talking about issues that aren't
immediately important to
me," said Miles Townes, 23.
He just graduated from
Stanford University with a
degree in international affairs
and went to work as the vol
unteer coordinator for the
Democratic Parly and the Or
lando Gore/Lieberman cam-

paign. Townes said he wasn't
surprised by the MTV poll re
sults.
"Eventually Social Security
and Medicare coverage will
be important to me,"he said.
"But right now it's only im
portant in as much as it affects
my grandparents."
Townes also said he wasn't
surprised that polls found
young voters to be turned off
by government and politics.
"Our generation sees it as a
dirty business," Townes said.
"And we don't want to get our
hands dirty." John Newstreet,
23, founded the University of
Central Florida College Re
publicans and works on his
own time for the Republicans
and the Bush campaign in
Orlando. His efforts have lead
to other groups .springing up
around campus.

-nader
Continued from page 3

-flir force
Continued from page 2

to be nominated as a vice
presidential candidate.
In the swing states,
some tribal members say
they will follow the elec
tion returns and vote at
the very last minute. If
Gore is secure, they admitthey'll vote for Nader
and LaDuke. If Gore is
threatened, they'll cast
their vote to his camp.

and India," he noted, "let us
cooperate."
Eric Burlingame, a gradu
ate student said that Marshal
Sen's lecture was, "substan
tive and useful." Mr.
Burlingame noted the rel
evance of the lecture to the
current U.S. presidential
race.

go to any number of sites, for
example sports fans can
check
out:
http://
www.colonize.com/
c.php3?E=cs,1019,o3&e=3556876.

-news?
Continued from paged
alternative to real-life
dates. But where does one
meet others online? You can

Believe it or not this is actu
ally, a sports dating service.
You can hop on and type
this long address to find the
sports-mate of your dreams,
or you can get out of the
house and meet .someone,
homebody. What has this
world come to when we
have to go on-line to find
other sports-minded folks?
There are still sports bars,
gyms, and themed restaurantsf Just "www dot" your
way to one of them.
Finally guys, this world is
an ugly place, but stuff like
this so beautiful to me.

What About You?
Do you know about News that we don't cover? Are you tired of
your groupds not getting the coverage? Than why not become part
of the solution and join the Coyote Chronicle Staff. We are looking
for writers, department informants and a dorm representative. We
need your help, the twenty staff members are unable to cover the
campus completel;y.
Contact US at (909) 880-5289 Today

CaCendar
Saturday, 3

MAPS MEETING

Wednesday, 8
RSI CHI MEETING
(Psychology Honors Socoy)
10:30 A.M. - 11:30 A.M.
JACK BROWN HAUL 504

E/ARLY OUTREACH

Sponsorq> by Latno LEM)ERSHP Ojub

9 A.M. - 4 P.M.
STUOENT UNION EVENT CENTER

Mbpical Assooatton for Pre-Health Stuoents)

(

12 NOON-1 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM

Thursday, 9
"I'M GOING TO COLLEGE" PROJECT
SPONSORED BY
LATINO LEADERSHIP CLUB
8:30 A.M. -12 NOON

LUNCH TIME BAND
NACHO SALE

Ttiesdw, 7

LBSA FUICIRAISER

JACK BROWN HAU-

ASI HNANCE BOARD MEETING

SPONSORED BY ASI

ENTERPRISE VISION CONFERENCE
SPONSORED BY
COLLEGE OF EXTENDED LEARNING
8 A.M. - 5 P.M.
STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER

12 NOON - 1:30 P.M. STUDENTUNION COWTYARD

(Assocmteo snjoentsIncorporated)

10 A.M. - 12 NOON
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X5932

COYOTE CARAOKE
SPONSORED BY STUDENT UMON PROGRAM BOARD

4 P.M. - 8:30 P.M.
THE PUB
X5943

s1

ASI BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
(Associated Stuocnts b^corpcaated)
12 NOON-2 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X5932

L B S A MEETING
FRANK Lidbv, CONSULTANT
XEROX INTERNATIONAL
(LATV40 BUSVCSS STUDENTS AssocmoN)

LOAN COUNSELING WORKSHOP
2 P.M. - 3 P.M.
STUDENT UNION EVENT CENTER
X5162

4 PM

STUDENT UNION
EVENT CENTER A
X5943

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL WEEKLY
BUSINESS MEETING
8 P.M. - 10 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X5234

c • s • u • s

Prepared Courtany of
Studofit Union Qrsphlc Arts

Student Union Corner

Student Union Program Board|
prcsonis

COMMUNICATION IN RELATIONSHIPS
SPONSORED BY THE GAY, LESBIAN,
BISEXUAL & TRANSGEF®ER SILDENRR UNION
6 P.M. - 8 P.M.
LOWER COMMONS EUCALYPTUS ROOM

To place an event in the Calendar,
please bring information to

Student Union Graphics,
room SU112, or call x3942.

Sponoorod Courtaoy of tho
Studont Union Program Board
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October 11, 2000
November 8, 2000
January 10, 2001
March 7, 2001
April 4, 2001
May 2. 2001
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Wednesdays at 4p.m.- 8p.m.
At the Student Union Pub

Tor inoro iiitortnotion
call the Student Uniw) Progran Board
at kSB'TS
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CLASSIFIEDS
speedyresearch.net
over 50,000 topics and clippings
Materials for research assistance use only!
Hollywood Blvd.
5nd Floor, RM 209
Los Angeles, CA 90028
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10:30 am -6pm Sat. 11 am-4pm
Custom research Available reports:$6.00 per page
Visa/MC/AmerEx Call Today! 1-800-356-9001
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Sports Briefs
Coyotes
Ranked 2nd in
Preseason Poll
In a preseason poll of Cali
fornia Collegiate Athletic
Association men's basket
ball coaches, defending
champion Cal State San Ber
nardino was ranked second,
having lost its five most
regular starters from last
year, on the list with four
first-place votes and 110
points.
Cal State Los Angeles was

RETIREMENT

INSURANCE

billed as the conference fa
vorite, receiving six firstplace votes and 112 points.
After the Coyotes, the next
ranked teams were Cal State
Bakersfield and UC Davis,
which reached last season's
NCAA Division II West Re
gional Playoffs with the
Coyotes and Cal State LA.
The CCAA champ auto
matically makes the regional
playoffs, and four at-large
berths between the CCAA
and Pacific West Conference
are up for grabs. Cal State
Bakersfield plays host to this
year's Division II Elite
Eight.

MUTUAL FUNDS

Freshman
Player Wins
Coveted
Award
•

Cal State San Bernardino
middle
blocker
Kim
Moronhunfola was chosen
California Collegiate Ath
letic Association Player of
the Week, becoming the first
freshman to win the award
in the Cal State program.
Moronhunfola graduated
from Upland High school in
June and is the second Coy-
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Deferring taxes with
HAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you di^'t do it sooner.
One of the fastest ways to buitd a retirement nest egg
is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement

US for

a free

IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THEPOWEROFTAX DEFERRAL
$102,068

you can easily build income'to supplement your pension

$67,514
S Tax-deferred savings after taxes

and Social Security.

H After-tax savings

And your contributions to SRAs grow undiminished

$41,232

by taxes until you withdraw the funds.* Add to that

$31,933

TIAA-CREF's solid history of investment performance,
bolstered by our commitment to keeping expenses low,
and you have more money working for you.

$13,052
$11,609

So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retire

INVEST AS LiniE AS
$25 a month
through an automatic
payroll plan'

ment today with tax-deferred
SRAs. We think you will find it
rewarding in the years to come.

'Note: Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 59!< may be
subject to restrictions, and to a 10% additional tax.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape W

lOYEARS

20YEARS

30 YEARS

In this hypothetical example, setting aside $ 100 a month in a
tax-deferred investment with an 8% return in a 28% tax
bracket shows belter growth than the same net amount put
into a savings account. Total returns and priiKipal value of
investments will fluctuate, and yield may vary. The chart
above is presented for illustrative purposes only and does not
reflect actual performance, or predict future results, of any
TIAA-CREF account, or reflect expenses.

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them care
fully before you invest. 1. You may be able to invest up to the IRS maximum of $10,500 per year. To receive a personalized calculation of your
maximum contribution, call TIAA-CREF at 1 800 842-2776. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, inc. distributes the CREF and TIAA
Real Estate variable annuities. • Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable annuity component, mutual
funds and tuition savings agreements. • TIAA and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY, issue insurance and annuities. • TIAA-CREF Trust
Company, FSB provides trust services. • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.
©2000 TIAA-CREF 08/03
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ote to win the award this sea
son. Fellow Upland gradu
ated Jamie Liefveld was the
other.

Cal State San
Bernardino
Entered in
Race This
Weekend
Cal Poly Pomona plays
host to the NCAA Division
II West Regional for cross

country Friday at Prado Park
in Chino, beginning with the
men at 11 a.m. and the
women at 12:15 p.m.
Cal State San Bernardino
is entered in the women's
race.

If we missed any
sporting event
from the past
week, please let
us know.
Contact The
Chronicle at
880-5289

Events at
CSUSB
Week of
Nov. 6-10
Recreational Sports HP-Pool
11/6 4:30-6:30
Recreational Sports HP-Pool
11/7 12:00-2:00 Recreational Sports HP-Pool
11/7 3:00-7:00 - Football, Soccer
PE-Inside
Track
11/7 3:00-7:00
Football, Soccer
PF-Upper
Field
11/7 4:30-6:30
Recreational Sports HP-Pool
11/7 8:00-10:00 Open Gym
PF-100
11/8 12:00-1:20 Recreational Sports HP-Pool
11/8 3:00-7:00
Football, Soccer
PF-Inside
Track
11/8 3:00-7:00
Football, Soccer
PF-Upper
Field
11/8 4:30-6:30
Recreational Sports HP-Pool
11/9 12:00-2:00 Recreational Sports HP-Pool
11/9 3:00-7:00
Football,. Soccer
PF-lnside
Track
11/9 3:00-7:00
Football, Soccer
PF-Upper
Field
11/9 4:30-6:30
Recreational Sports HP-Pool
11/9 8:00-10:00 Open Gym
PE-100
11/10
12:00- 1:20 Recreational Sports HPPool
11/10
3:00-7:00
Football, Soccer
PEInside Track
11/10
3:00-7:00
Football, Soccer
PEUpper Field
11/10
4:30-6:30
Recreational Sports HPPool «
11/6 12:00-1:20

Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.
With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck,

• V,-5fc^.
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A Leg Up in the Industry
3y Chris Walenta
Sports Editor
Many of you juniors and
seniors out there are trying
to get all of your affairs in
order before you graduate. In
the time that you have before
you graduate you are trying
to get experience in the field
that you will eventually go
into.
For people that are inter
ested in going into some
form of media you have
most likely chosen the study
of communication. In the
field of communication you
have paths that lead you to
wards journalism, radio,
television, etc. When you are
a .student the best way that
you can get experience in
any field is to .somehow land
a internship. Now there is
another way for "media"
majors to gain experience or
a "leg up" in the industry.
ISA (Institute for Sports
Advancement) was created
to provide an educational
forum for individuals seek
ing information about em-,
ployment in the sports me
dia industry. Every year they

Amer1ca's Leader
i n Student Trave L

Spring
Break
HEADQUARTERS

fun. . ,
trips!
great
prices!

hold a conference that pro
vides an opportunity for at
tendees to learn about the
issues at the forefront of the
sports media industry from
leaders that have a direct
hand in them. ISA also gives
attendees a unique chance to
network with these execu
tives and learn how to mar

ket themselves in a competi
tive job market.
The next conference is
scheduled for January 14-15,
2001 at the Marriott Finan
cial Center located in New
York City.
At ISA, participants attend
case study sessions dealing
with such topics as Sports

Marketing, Sports Law,
Team and Franchise Man
agement, Sports Television
and Corporate Sponsorship.
At the end of the conference,
ISA will publish a Final Re
port that highlights, by categoiy, the strengths of con
ference attendees. That re
port is sent to more than

8,000 sports business execu
tives for use in their hiring
and recruitment processes.
If any of this information
sounds interesting to you,
you can contact the project
manager of ISA, Cory But
ler, at (301) 493-5500 or via
email
at
isalOOl @ejkrause.com

ive each other a
heads up without
saying a

Introducing 2-way text messaging. Fre^
and unlimited through February 2001
Just because you can't talk cut loud, doesn't mean you can't keep taikin

word.

Add 2-vyay text messaging to any qualifying calling plan and receive, rep
to and send- short messages between compatible wireless phones ai
Internet e-mali addresses.

For a limited time, get a $50 mail-in rebate with the purchase of the featured Nokia 8240 wireless phone.

$5C
UAIL-IN nEBAT

uravel
1-800-2COUNCIL
counclltravel.com

WIRELESS FROM AT&T. .

I 800-IHAGINE
att.com/getconnected
PHONES BV
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NBA Season
Preview
By Chris Walenta
Sports Editor
Alright, last year
my picks for the NBA Fi
nals were not exactly cor
rect.
A few bumps in the road
messed up my Miami/San
Antonio Finals pick.
Why did Tim Duncan
have to get hurt?
Why did the Pacers have
to get good that quick?
Well, this year I plan on
being dead on with my
picks. I will run down the
Eastern Conference and the
Western Conference play
off bound teams. I will rank
how the eight teams will
fall in order to the eventual
conference champions
-from the east and the west.
Let's get started in the
Eastern Conference be
cause the West is so cut and
dry.

EASTERN CONFER
ENCE
8. Boston Celtics- With
Kenny Anderson and Chris
Carr bringing the bail up
the court, the Celtics
should be an up-tempo
team. They lack size, but
their speed and intense de
fensive pressuring tactics
should cause some turn
overs and lead to easy bas
kets. All of Boston has been
convinced of just that by
coach Rick Pitino. If this
season turns into another
non-playoff season, they
won't be convinced any
more.
7. New York KnicksNow that Patrick Ewing is
.'finally gone, this team can
start to resemble the one
that matched up pretty well
with the San Antonio Spurs
two years ago in the NBA
Finals. The only off-season

move that the Knicks made
that really matters was get
ting Glen Rice from the
Lakers, but don't they al
ready have enough shoots
ing guards/small forwards?
6. Miami Heat- This
team should be the best in
the Eastern Conference.
How dis-heartening for
Heat fans to hear the news
that they will be without
their leader, Alonzo
Mourning, for
the entire sea
son. Although,
Sean Elliot
had the same
illness he was
back later that
year for the
playoffs. Keep
your fingers
crossed.

be getting a young
Jermaine O'Neil to fill the
middle for years to come.
3. Philadelphia 76ersAllen Iverson and Tbni
Kucok lead the 76ers attack
and Larry Brown is the best
coach that you love to hate.
They will, let me repeat,
will be the team that no
body wants to face come
playoff time. Actually, no
body wants to play them

your Christmas wish list,
you expect to get only one
of them. The Magic got
both and with that they
have their eyes fixed on the
NBA Finals.

WESTERN CONFER
ENCE
8.
Minnesota
Timberwolves- So what
that David Stern took away
Joe Smith and the next five
draft picks. The T-Puppies
still have the
man, Kevin
Garnett and
they still have
Terrell Bran
don bringing
the ball up the
court. They
will be a good
team for years
to come.
7- Seattle
5. Milwau
Supersonicskee BucksGary Payton
Ray Allen and
and Yin Baker
G
l
e
n
n
are still money
Robinson lead
and will lead
the Bucks at
the
Sonics
tack on the
back into the
NBA this sea
playoffs. The
son and it
sad thing in Se
could be a
attle this year
very good one
will be the fact
for Milwaukee
that all * of
fans. A big
"Coffee
Town"
pick-up in the
Grant Hill was the big offseason acquisitions for the Magic
will discover
offseason was
that Patrick
the accusation
Ewing
is
washed
up.
during
the
regular
season.
of Lindsey Hunter from
6. Sacramento Kings2 . Charlotte HornetsDetroit. I think the most ex
They
are the Western Con
The
loss
of
Eddie
Jones
citing player on the Bucks
could very well be Sam may be too much for the ference version of the
Hornets to handle, but did 76ers. They are the team
Cassell.
4. Indiana Pacers- Last you ever think of Jones as that nobody wants to face
year nobody thought this a scorer before last season?' come playoff time. Chris
team could go very far in I think Baron Davis is Webber is tough to defend
the playoffs. Does anyone ready to have a break-out and Jason Williams throws
think they will go far this season and the much-ma down passes that Pistol
season? Probably not, be ligned Derrick Coleman Pete couldn't even think of.
cause of the losses of Mark will add some scoring off They will be tough to beat
any-day of the week.
Jackson, free agent loss to the bench.
5. Phoenix Suns- Jason
1 • Orlando Magic- So if
Toronto and Rick Smits,
Kidd
is the best point guard
who is retired. I think the you put the names Tracey
steal of the offseason might McGrady and Grant Hill on in the NBA today, no ques

tions asked. "Penny"
Hardaway is arguably one
of the best shooting guards
in the NBA. Hmm, you
would think the Suns
would be unstoppable. Talk
to me when Tom Gugliala
comes back from his knee
injury.

4. Portland Trailblazers- They were one quarter
away from the NBA Finals,
that is until the Lakers
woke up and the Blazers
laid down and got ran over.
This year, the Blazers made
some offseason moves that
everyone thinks improves
them except me. You lose
Jermaine O'Neil and Brian
Grant, and there go your
title hopes.
3. Utah .lazz- One of the
real "gentleman" in the
NBA retired this past sum
mer, Jeff Hornasek, and
you replace him with John
Starks. Not the best public
relations move if you ask
me. The Jazz still have Karl
Malone and they still have
John Stockton. That is
good for at least 50 wins.

2. San Antonio SpursTim Duncan is healthy,
David Robinson wants the
ball more, and Sean Elliot
is back for the entire sea
son. They are the only
team, when healthy, that
can compete with the Los
Angeles Lakers. But not
many can hang with the
Lakers.

1. Los Angeles LakersAs much as it pains me to
say this, the Lakers will be
the representatives for the
Western Conference in the
NBA Finals this season.
With the additions of J.R.
(yes, I call him J.R.) Rider
and Horrace Grant, all the
pieces are complete for a
four or five year champion
ship run.

